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ABSTRACT
Input frequency is one of the important variables in design and performance analysis of single-sided linear
induction motors (SLIMs). Changing the frequency changes both the dimension of the SLIM in design
process and the performance of the designed motor. The frequency influences the induced eddy currents in
the secondary sheet as well as saturation level of the secondary back-iron. In this paper, the effect of the
input frequency on the dimensions of the SLIM is investigated in the design process. Then, the frequency
effects on the magnetic characteristics of the secondary back-iron as well as the SLIM performance are
analyzed for a designed motor. Finally, the analytical results are confirmed by 2D time-stepping finite
element method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the simple structure and comparatively low
construction cost, single-sided linear induction motors
(SLIMs) are widely used in high speed transportation
systems [1]-[4]. Because of the importance of the SLIMs,
they have gained interests of the researchers in industry.
Many investigations have been done concerning the
design of the SLIMs. In design, the primary weight [5],
the thrust and power to weight ratio [6], primary winding
arrangement [7], [8], the power factor and efficiency [9][11] and thrust in constant current [12] have been
considered. Several equivalent circuit models have been
proposed to study the performance of the SLIMS which
facilitate their analysis [13]-[17]. There are special
phenomena in linear motors that make them different
from there rotary counterparts. Lee et al. have investigated the effect of the construction of the secondary on edge
effect [18]. There are some researches which investigate
the end effect in linear induction motors. In [19] the
existence of the end effect has been confirmed by using
analytical equations and defining end effect factor. The
effect of design parameters on the end effect have been
further investigated in [20]-[22]. The effect of the end
effect phenomenon on the performance of SLIM is
investigated in [23]. Bazghaleh et al. have designed the
SLIM considering the end effect phenomenon [24].

In double-layer secondary SLIMs, the performance of
the latter is mainly influenced by saturation level of the
back-iron. The secondary back-iron plays important role
in operation of the SLIM. Besides providing a mechanical
support, it is used as magnetic flux pass produced by the
primary. Changing the input frequency changes the
saturation level of the back-iron and so, impresses the
performance of the motor. In this paper to study the
frequency effects on the design and performance of the
SLIM, analytical equations for the efficiency, power
factor, normal force and output thrust are derived. All
phenomena involved in the single-sided linear induction
motor such as longitudinal end effect, iron saturation,
transverse edge effect, and skin effect are considered in
deriving the related equations. Then, based on these
equations, the frequency effects on the SLIM dimensions
in design process as well as the relative permeability of
the back-iron and the motor performance for a designed
motor are investigated. To confirm the validity of the
analytical analysis, as well as the obtained outputs, finite
element method is employed and the results are compared
with those of the analytical model.
2. PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS OF SLIM USING
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL
For the design of the SLIM shown in Fig. 1, the
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equivalent circuit model proposed by Duncan is employed
[13]. The per-phase equivalent circuit model of SLIM is
shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, R1 is the per–phase resistance of the primary calculated as:
R1 = 2 N (Ws + lec ) /(σ w Aw )

(5)
g ei = kc kl (1 + k s ) g m / ktm
In the above equation, g m = g + d is the magnetic airgap in which g is the air-gap length and d is the

(1)

secondary aluminum sheet thickness. kl is the air-gap

In the above equation, σ w is the conductivity of the

leakage factor, k c the Carter's coefficient, ktm the
magnetizing reactance factor due to the edge effect, and
k s is the secondary iron saturation factor which is

conductor used in the primary winding, lec is the end
connection length, Ws is the primary width, N is the
per-phase number of turns of the primary winding and
Aw is the cross-sectional area of the conductor.

calculated as [25]:
k s = µ 0 (τ / π ) 2 ( µiδ i g m kc ) −1
1
δ i = Re[
]
2
(π / τ ) + j 2πf1µi sσ i / ktri

(6)
(7)

(8)
πW
2τ
) tanh( se )]−1
πWse
2τ
In the above equations, δ i is the depth of the field

ktri = [1 − (

penetration in the secondary back-iron, s is the motor
slip, σi is the conductivity of the secondary back-iron
which is reduced by the factor ktri because of the edge

Figure 1: Structure of single-sided linear induction motor

effect, and µ i is the secondary back-iron permeability
which should be calculated using an iterative algorithm.
In this paper, the iterative algorithm proposed in [27] was
employed.
For the calculation of the secondary resistance, the
conductivity of the secondary sheet should be modified.
The effective conductivity of the secondary sheet, σ e is
given by [25]:
(9)
σ e = σ / k sk
in which
2d sinh(2d / δ s ) + sin(2d / δ s )
k sk =
[
]
δ s cosh(2d / δ s ) − cos(2d / δ s )

Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of single-sided linear induction
motor

The primary leakage reactance is given by [25], [26]:
(2)
W
3
X 1 = 2µ 0ω1[(λs (1 +
) + λd ) s + λe lec ]N 2 / p
2p

q

where µ 0 is the permeability of the vacuum, p the
number of pole pairs, q the number of the slots per pole
per phase, ω1 the primary angular frequency and λ s , λe
and λd are the permeances of slot, the end connection
and the differential, respectively.
The per-phase magnetizing reactance of the motor is
given by [25]:
(3)
X = 6µ ω W k 2 N 2 τ /(π 2 pg )
m

0 1 se w

ei

where k w is the winding factor, τ is the pole pitch and
Wse and g ei are the equivalent primary width and the
effective air-gap length, respectively, and are calculated
by the following equations:
(4)
Wse = Ws + g m
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(10)

where δ s is the depth of field penetration in the
secondary sheet which can be calculated by:
(11)
1 π
δ s = [ ( ) 2 + µ 0πf1sσ ]−1 / 2
2 τ
In the above equation, f1 is the primary supply
frequency, τ is the motor pole pitch, σ is the conductivity of the secondary sheet which is reduced by the factor
k sk because of the skin effect due to finite plate thickness
of the secondary. Besides the skin effect, the edge effect
reduces the secondary conductivity by the factor k tr . If
this factor and contribution of the secondary back-iron in
conduction of the secondary current are taken into
account, the effective conductivity is modified to:
(12)
σδ
σ
σ ei =
+ i i
k sk ktr ktri d
The primary referred secondary resistance is defined as
[28]:
(13)
R2′ = X m / Gei
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where Gei is the modified goodness factor of the motor
which is given by [25]:
(14)
G = 2µ f τ 2 σ d /(π g )
ei

0 1

ei

ei

In secondary sheet linear induction motors, the
secondary reactance can be neglected [29] leading to
X 2′ ≈ 0 . Also, due to low value of the flux density in the
air-gap, the core loss is negligible; so, Rc ≈ 0 . In Fig. 2,
Q is normalized motor length. The value of Q is
obtained by the following equation [13]:
(15)
Ls R2′
Q=
( Lm + L2′ )Vr
In which, Ls is the primary length, Vr the motor
speed, Lm the magnetizing inductance, and L2′ is the
secondary leakage inductance which is zero for secondary
sheet motors.
Air-gap flux density is given by [25]:
(16)
Bg = µ 0 J mτ /[πg e 1 + ( s Ge ) 2 ]
where, J m is the amplitude of the equivalent current
sheet which is calculated as follows [25]:
(17)
J = 3 2 k NI /(πτ )
m

w

1

Using (27), the tooth flux density is obtained as:
Bt = Bgτ s / wt

(18)

Referring to Fig. 2 and doing some mathematical
calculations, the following equations for efficiency, power
factor, output thrust and normal force are derived:
(19)
F 2τf (1 − s ) + 3( s − 1) Rm I m 2
η= x 1
Fx 2τf1 + 3I12 R1

Fxo =

(21)

µ 0 L sW s
4
1 − (σ ei dµ 0 sVs ) 2

sinh (πg ei / τ ) + (σ ei dµ 0 sVs ) cosh (πg ei / τ )
2

2

2

J m2

(22)
In the above equations, Rm is the magnetizing branch
resistance in Duncan model which represents the power
loss due to the end effect and X m1 is the modified
magnetizing reactance considering end effect calculated
by the following equations:
(23)
R = R ′ [1 − e−Q ] / Q
m

2

X m1 = X m (1 − [1 − e−Q ] / Q )

where f1 is the input frequency and Vs is the
synchronous speed. So, the slot pitch is obtained as:
(26)
τ s = τ /(3q )
in which q is the number of slots per pole per phase. The
slot width is calculated as follows:
(27)
ws = ( swsp )τ s
In the above equation, swsp is the slot width to the
slot pitch ratio. It is usually chosen as a design constraint
in the range of 0.4-0.7. The tooth width and the length of
the primary are calculated as:
(28)
wt = τ s − ws
(29)
Ls = 2 pτ
where p is the number of pole pairs. The primary slot
depth can be simply calculated by the following equation
(see Fig. 1):
(30)
hs = As / ws
where As is the cross-sectional area of the primary slot
which is given by:
(31)
n A
As = c w
F fill
In the above equation, F fill is fill factor of the slot and
nc is the number of conductors per slot which is equal to:

(32)
nc = N / pq
where N is the number of turns per phase. Number of
turns per coil, ncoil can be calculated using nc . For
single-layer winding nc = ncoil , and for double-layer

Rm 2 + X m12
3I12 R2′
[
]
s 2τf1 ( R2′ / s + Rm ) 2 + X m12

Fy =
⋅

(20)

Fx 2τf1 + 3I12 R1
3I1V1

cos ϕ =

of the pole pitch, slot pitch, primary length, tooth and slot
width are presented. The pole pitch of the motor is
calculated using the following equation:
(25)
τ = Vs /(2 f1 )

(24)

3. THE SLIM DESIGN
In this section, in order to design SLIM, the calculation

winding nc = 2ncoil . The cross-sectional area of the
conductor of the winding is calculated by:
(33)
Aw = I1 / J1
where I1 is primary input current and J1 is primary
current density.
Using (13), (14), (23) and (24) in (21), the required
MMF in order to produce the desired output thrust is
obtained as:
MMF = NI1 =

2
2
s 2τf1 Fxo ( K R2′ / s + K Rm ) + K X m1
3K R2′
K Rm 2 + K X m1 2

(34)
where the following equations are used:
R2′ = K R′2 N 2

(35)

Rm = K Rm N 2

(36)

X m1 = K X m1 N 2

(37)

Referring to per-phase equivalent circuit, Fig. 2, the
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4.

FREQUENCY EFFECTS

As seen in (25), changing the input frequency changes
the synchronous speed (consequently the motor speed in
constant slip) and/or pole pitch of the motor (motor
length). On the one hand, we can study the effect of the
input frequency changes on the motor dimensions and
outputs in the design process; on the other hand, we can
investigate the effect of the frequency effects on the
performance of the SLIM for a designed motor with
constant dimensions.
A. Design process
In designing a SLIM with constant speed, choosing the
length of the motor depends on the value of the input
frequency. Increasing the input frequency leads to a motor
with short length. So, in this subsection, the effect of
variation of the input frequency on the dimensions and the
outputs of the motor are investigated in the design
process. In these investigations, the motor is designed to
produce (1000 ± 100) N output thrust in the motor speed

of Vr = 15 m / s . The input phase voltage, number of pole
pairs and the motor slip are 220V, 2 and 0.5, respectively.
Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the motor by
changing the input frequency in the design process. As it
is seen in the figure, by increasing the frequency, the
number of turns per phase decreases while the input
current increases (except in low frequencies). The
required MMF to produce constant output thrust
monotonically decreases as the input frequency increases.
Also, increasing frequency causes the length of the motor
to decrease. It is seen that there are some jumps on the
curves in Fig. 3. These jumps are because of rounding the
number of turns per coil to the nearest integer in the
design process. Fig. 4 shows the variation of the input
impedance, the primary weight, the depth of field
penetration in the secondary back-iron and its relative
permeability. As seen in this figure, increasing frequency
decreases the input impedance. At first, it seemed that by
increasing the frequency, the input impedance would
decrease. However, decreasing the input impedance is
because of decreasing the number of turns per phase and
accordingly decreasing the equivalent circuit parameters.
Fig. 4 also shows that the primary weight decreases as the
64
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Figure 3: Frequency effects on different parameters of the SLIM
in design process
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where Z = K z N 2 is the per-phase input impedance of the

input frequency is increased. Also, increasing the input
frequency causes the depth of the field penetration into
the back-iron to decrease and consequently lead to
reduction of relative permeability of the back-iron. The
relative permeability in the figure is obtained by the
iterative algorithm presented in [27]. The magnetizing
curve for the sample iron used as back-iron in the design
illustrated in Fig. 5 has been derived through experiment.
Fig. 6 shows outputs of the SLIM versus input frequency
during the design process. It is seen that increasing the
frequency increases the efficiency and decreases both the
power factor and the normal force while the motor
produces an output thrust of (1000 ± 100) N . Increasing
the efficiency by increasing the input frequency is
because of decreasing the primary resistance due to
decreasing the number of turns per phase and also
increasing the cross-section of the conductor with primary
current density in the design process.

Depth of penetration,mm

following equation holds for the per-phase number of
turns of the primary:
(38)
V = K N 2I
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Figure 4: Frequency effects on different parameters of the SLIM
in design process
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Figure 5: Back-iron magnetizing curve derived by experiment
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in design process

B. Designed motor with constant parameters
In this section, the effect of the input frequency on the
performance of the designed SLIM with constant
parameters is investigated. The specifications of the SLIM
are shown in Table I. As mentioned in the previous
sections, the frequency influences the depth of the field
penetration and saturation level of the secondary backiron. For the designed SLIM, increasing the input
frequency increases the input impedance and accordingly
decreases the input current and the air-gap flux density.
This results into a reduction of the output thrust. In order
to approximately maintain the input current and the airgap flux density constant, the input voltage is increased
by increasing the frequency. So, V1/f1 is kept constant in
these investigations. In Fig. 7, the depth of the field
penetration in back-iron and its relative permeability are
illustrated. It is easily observed that by increasing the
frequency, the depth of the field penetration and the
relative permeability of the secondary back-iron are
decreased. The reduction of the relative permeability is
because of increasing the flux density in limited thickness
of the iron due to decreasing the depth of penetration. The
magnetizing curve of Fig. 5 is used in this investigation
for back-iron. Fig. 8 shows outputs of the SLIM versus

input frequency. Because of the different behavior of the
normal force in low and high frequencies, the curves are
plotted up to frequency of 500Hz. It is seen that
increasing the frequency, on one hand, increases the
efficiency; on the other hand, it decreases the normal
force while both the output thrust and the power factor
increase in small frequency ranges and reach a maximum
values and eventually decrease. As seen in the figure, the
normal force becomes negative for the frequencies higher
than 227Hz. It means that in this frequency range, the
repulsive normal force is larger than the attractive one.
This phenomenon is because of the reaction of the
secondary conductor sheet. For further clarity, the
attractive and repulsive normal forces are separately
shown in Fig. 9. It is observed that by increasing the
frequency the attractive force decreases while the absolute
value of the repulsive force increases. The reason for
decreasing the attractive force is that by increasing the
frequency and also the input voltage (V/f constant),
although the value of the amplitude of the current sheet Jm
increases (due to increasing the input current, see (17)),
the value of the effective air-gap (gei) and synchronous
speed (Vs) also increase and cause the attractive normal
force to decrease (see (22)). The absolute value of the
repulsive normal force is increased because the induced
eddy currents in both the secondary sheet and the backiron increase as the input frequency increases. Fig. 10
illustrates the depth of the field penetration and relative
permeability of the secondary back-iron versus frequency
in different back-iron resistivities. The figure shows that
by increasing the back-iron resistivity, the depth of field
penetration is increased as expected from (7). Also
increasing the resisitivity of the back-iron increases the
permeability of the iron, and accordingly decreases its
reluctance. In Fig. 11, the relative permeability of the
back-iron versus motor speed is illustrated for a constant
input frequency. As seen in this figure, in low speeds, the
frequency in the secondary circuit of the SLIM is high;
hence, the value of the relative permeability is low. As the
speed increases, the frequency in the secondary circuit of
the motor decreases and causes the relative permeability
to increase.
TABLE I
THE SLIM SPECIFICATIONS
Specification
Primary current density (A/mm2)
Primary width (mm)
Secondary sheet thickness (mm)
Air gap length (mm)
Slip
Number of pole pairs
Number of slots/pole/phase
Number of turns/phase
Motor length, Ls (m)
Tooth width (mm)
Slot width (mm)
Slot depth (mm)
Primary weight (Kg)
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values
6
130
2.0
5.1
0.5
2
3
72
0.4138
2.9
6.8
39.3
29.34
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5. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
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Figure 7: Frequency effects on the depth of the field penetration
and back-iron permeability of the designed SLIM
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Figure 8: Frequency effects on different outputs of the designed
SLIM with constant dimensions
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In this section, 2-D time-stepping finite element
method (FEM) is employed to confirm the analytical
results. The SLIM given in Table I is used in FEM
simulations. In Fig. 12, the flux paths in different parts of
the SLIM are depicted. The input frequency of the motor
is 20Hz. In order to investigate the effect of the frequency
on the depth of the field penetration and the secondary
back-iron, the simulations are done with input frequency
of 20 and 200Hz with constant input current. With the
input current being constant, only the effects of the input
frequency changes are investigated. Fig. 13 shows the
flux density distribution results for f=20Hz, while in Fig.
14, those of the flux density distribution for f=200Hz are
shown. The magnetizing curve shown in Fig. 5 is used for
the back-iron. As seen in Figs. 13 and 14, by increasing
the input frequency, the depth of the field penetration is
reduced and the flux can only penetrate into a limited
thickness of the secondary back-iron. Also, the flux
density is increased in these regions. To compare the
analytical results with those of the FEM, the simulations
have been done in different input frequencies with a
constant input voltage of 220 V. The efficiency, the
power factor, the normal force and the output thrust are
calculated using the FEM. The analytical calculation
results are compared with the FEM results in Table II. It
is easily seen that as input frequency increases the
efficiency increases while the power factor, the normal
force and the output thrust decrease. The reason for
different behaviors of the output thrust and the power
factor in this table and those given in figure 8 is the
applied constant input voltage in the FEM simulations. As
stated before, in deriving the results of figure 8, the input
voltage is increased as the input frequency increases (V1/f1
constant). However, it is seen that the results of the two
methods are close enough to each other confirming the
analytical calculations.
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Figure 10: Frequency effects on different parameters of the
designed SLIM with constant dimensions

Figure 12: Flux paths in the moving SLIM ( f = 20 Hz )

6. CONCLUSION
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The magnetic characteristics of the secondary backiron in the SLIM design are affected by the level of the
saturation and accordingly the input frequency. Therefore,
the performance of the motor mainly depends on the
frequency. The frequency has also an effect on the dimensions and the outputs of the SLIM in the design process.
In this paper, the effects of the input frequency on the
SLIM design and its outputs have been investigated.
Analytical equations for the efficiency, the power factor,
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Figure 13: Flux density distribution in different parts of SLIM ( f = 20 Hz )

Figure 14: Flux density distribution in different parts of SLIM ( f = 200 Hz )

TABLE II
THE CALCULATION AND FEM RESULTS
f=20Hz
f=50Hz
f=100Hz
f=200Hz

f=500Hz

Analytical

Efficiency (%)
37.59

Normal force (KN)
137.18
136.21

Output thrust (KN)
32.01

35.71

Power factor
0.5252
0.5447

FEM
Analytical

43.20

0.5211

17.91

7.32

FEM

41.42

0.5409

18.01

7.35

Analytical

45.38

0.4898

2.89

2.18

FEM

44.04

0.5093

2.81

2.20

Analytical

46.63

0.4192

0.21

0.57

FEM

44.91

0.4302

0.20

0.58

47.52

0.2824

-0.069

0.073

45.97

0.3101

-0.060

0.069

Analytical
FEM

the normal force and the output thrust of the SLIM have
been derived considering the longitudinal end effect, iron
saturation, transverse edge effect, and skin effect. The
results show that increasing the frequency decreases the
active and usable thickness of the secondary back-iron.
Hence, for high frequency SLIMs, the thickness of the
secondary back-iron can be limited to the depth of the
field penetration in the iron. It should be emphasized that

32.05

besides the magnetic capabilities, the secondary backiron is used as mechanical support which should be taken
into account in the design. The 2D finite element method
is used to confirm the analytical investigations. The FEM
results, in which all phenomena are taken into account,
are in a good agreement with the analytical results. This
confirms the validity of the proposed analytical equations
and analysis.
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